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The extracellular signal regulated kinase (ERK1 and ERK2) signal transduction pathways
play a critical role in cell proliferation. Hyperactivation of the ERK proteins either through
increased expression of membrane-bound growth factor receptors or genetic mutations of
upstream proteins is thought to be involved in the pathogenesis of many human cancers. Thus,
targeted inhibition of ERK signaling is viewed as a potential approach to prevent cancer cell
proliferation. Currently, no specific inhibitors of the ERK proteins exist. Moreover, most kinase
inhibitors lack specificity because they target the ATP binding region, which is well conserved
among the protein kinase families. Taking advantage of recently identified ERK docking
domains, which are reported to facilitate substrate protein interactions, we have used computer-
aided drug design (CADD) to identify novel small molecular weight ERK inhibitors. Following
a CADD screen of over 800 000 molecules, 80 potential compounds were selected and tested
for activity in biological assays. Several compounds inhibited ERK-specific phosphorylation of
ribosomal S6 kinase-1 (Rsk-1) or the ternary complex factor Elk-1 (TCF/Elk-1), both of which
are involved in promoting cell proliferation. Active compounds showed a dose-dependent
reduction in the proliferation of several cancer cell lines as measured by colony survival assays.
Direct binding between the active compounds and ERK2 was indicated by fluorescence
quenching. These active compounds may serve as lead candidates for development of novel
specific inhibitors of ERK-substrate interactions involved in cell proliferation.

Introduction
Mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases consist pri-

marily of the extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1
and 2 (ERK1/2), c-Jun N-terminal kinases (JNK), and
p38 MAP kinases.1 MAP kinases play a central role in
the regulation of most biological processes including cell
growth, proliferation, differentiation, inflammatory re-
sponses, and programmed cell death. Unregulated
activation of MAP kinases has been linked to cancer cell
proliferation and tissue inflammation.2-5 Thus, the
development of specific MAP kinase inhibitors is viewed
as an effective approach toward the identification of
novel chemotherapy and antiinflammatory agents.6

Activation of ERK proteins most often occurs through
a process where a ligand-activated plasma membrane
receptor facilitates the sequential activation of the Ras
G-proteins, Raf kinases, and the MAP or ERK kinases-1
and -2 (MEK1/2), which are the only known activators
of ERK1 and ERK2.7 The activation of ERK proteins
by MEK1/2 is regulated by direct phosphorylation of
threonine (Thr) 183 and tyrosine (Tyr) 185 (amino acid
numbering according to mouse sequence, accession
#P63085), where phosphorylation of both sites is re-
quired for full activation. Once ERK is phosphorylated,
it undergoes structural changes that are important for
phosphoryl transfer onto substrate proteins.8 In vitro

studies suggest that active ERK proteins may phospho-
rylate more than 50 different substrates.1,7 However, it
is not clear whether all of these substrates are physi-
ological targets in vivo or whether activated ERK
selectively phosphorylates specific substrates in re-
sponse to a particular extracellular signal. Importantly,
hyperactivation of the ERK MAP kinases has been
linked to unregulated cell proliferation in cancer cells.
For example, naturally occurring mutations in Ras and
Raf proteins, which cause hyperactivation of the ERK
pathway, are found in almost 30% of all human can-
cers.3,9,10

The mechanisms involved in determining the interac-
tions between the ERK proteins and their cognate
substrate proteins are still largely unknown. Similarly,
it is not clear how ERK distinguishes between its own
protein substrates and substrates that are phosphoryl-
ated by the JNK or p38 MAP kinases. Studies in recent
years have revealed at least three protein motifs that
provide clues as to how ERK proteins interact with and
phosphorylate specific substrate proteins. First, ERK
proteins are proline-directed serine or threonine kinases
that prefer the consensus PXS/TP (X is any amino acid,
P is proline, S is serine, and T is threonine) motif on
the substrate protein.11 At a minimum, ERK proteins
require a proline that is immediately C-terminal to the
phosphorylated S or T residue. Second, ERK substrates
may contain an FXFP (F is phenylalanine) motif, a
D-domain containing basic residues followed by an LXL
motif, or a kinase interaction motif (KIM), which are
important for substrate interactions with ERK.12,13
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Third, ERK proteins contain recently identified docking
domains that have been shown to facilitate interactions
with substrate proteins.14-16 The first identified ERK2
docking domains, referred to as the common docking
(CD) and ED domain, are positioned opposite the
activation loop in the 3D crystallographic structure and
appear to regulate the efficiency of substrate phospho-
rylation and interaction with the upstream MEK pro-
teins (Figure 1).16 More recent data suggest that addi-
tional amino acid residues in the C-terminal domain of
ERK2 may also form additional docking domains that
regulate specific substrate interactions.14

No specific inhibitors of the ERK proteins are cur-
rently available. Pharmacological inhibitors of Ras
G-proteins, Raf kinases, and MEK1/2 have been used
successfully to block the ERK pathway and are being
tested in cancer clinical trials.17-20 However, since ERK
proteins are involved in many cellular functions, it may
be more beneficial to selectively block ERK involvement
in abnormal cell functions such as cancer cell prolifera-
tion while preserving ERK functions in regulating
normal metabolic processes.

Given that most kinase inhibitors lack specificity
because they compete with ATP binding domains that
are conserved among protein kinases,6,21 we hypoth-
esized that small molecular weight compounds that
interact with specific ERK docking domains can be used
to specifically disrupt ERK2 interactions with protein
substrates. Taking advantage of the ERK2 crystal
structure, we have used computer-aided drug design
(CADD)22 to identify low molecular weight compounds
that interact with the CD and ED docking domain
region of ERK2. Recent successes in CADD approaches
in the identification of inhibitors of protein-protein
interactions23-26 indicated that such an approach was
feasible for the present system. In the present study,
using CADD screening of a virtual database followed
by experimental assays, we have identified several low
molecular weight compounds that disrupt ERK function

by inhibiting ERK-specific phosphorylation of the Rsk-1
and Elk-1 substrates. Moreover, biological assays re-
vealed that the lead compounds were effective in
preventing proliferation of cancer cell lines.

Experimental Section
CADD in Silico Screening. The 3D structure of ERK2 in

the unphosphorylated state27,28 was retrieved from the Protein
DataBank.29 Charges and hydrogens were added using
SYBYL6.4 (Tripos, Inc.). All docking calculations were carried
out with DOCK30 using flexible ligands based on the anchored
search method.31 The solvent accessible surface32 was calcu-
lated with the program DMS33 using a surface density of 2.76
surface points per Å2 and a probe radius of 1.4 Å2. Sphere sets
were calculated with the DOCK associated program SPHGEN.
From the full sphere set, sphere clusters in the ERK2 docking
domains important for interactions with the protein substrates
were identified. On the basis of mutagenesis experiments,
residues involved in intermolecular interactions were used to
select the docking site. These include Asp316 and Asp319 in
the C-terminus,16 which are part of the common docking (CD)
domain, and residues Thr157 and Thr158, which contribute
to the ED docking domain.34 Spheres within both 10 Å of the
CD domain and 12 Å of the ED domains were selected. The
resulting sphere set contained 11 spheres and was located in
the groove between the CD and ED domains as shown in
Figure 1. The selected sphere set acted as the basis for initial
ligand placement during database searching. The GRID
method35 within DOCK was used to approximate the ligand-
receptor interaction energy during ligand placement by the
sum of the electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) components.
The GRID box dimensions were 25.3 × 26.6 × 27.3 Å3 centered
around the sphere set to ensure that docked molecules were
within the grid.

A database of more than 800 000 compounds was used for
the initial virtual screening. These database of low molecular
weight, commercially available compounds had been created
in our laboratory by converting files obtained from the vendors
in the 2D SDF format to the 3D MOL2 format through a
procedure that included geometry generation, addition of
hydrogens and charges, and force field optimization using
SYBYL6.4 along with in-house programs.26,36 The compounds
that were screened had between 10 and 40 heavy atoms and
less than 10 rotatable bonds. During the docking procedure,

Figure 1. ERK2 structure and location of docking domains. (A) Ribbon diagram of the 3D structure of the unphosphorylated
form of ERK2 showing the spatial relationship of the ERK2 phosphorylation sites and the docking region. Phosphorylation residues
Thr183 and Tyr185 are red spheres, common docking (CD) residues Asp316 and Asp319 are blue spheres, and the ED residues
Thr157 and Thr158 are green spheres. (B) Space filling diagram of putative docking groove located between the CD and ED
residues. The unphosphorylated form of ERK2 (white spheres) showing the common docking (CD) residues Asp316 and Asp319
as blue spheres and the ED residues Thr157 and Thr158 as green spheres and the sphere set defining the putative binding
pocket of the docking domains as purple spheres.
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each compound was divided into nonoverlapping rigid seg-
ments connected by rotatable bonds. Segments with more than
five heavy atoms were used as anchors, each of which was
docked into the binding site in 250 orientations and minimized.
The remainder of the molecule was built around the anchor
in a stepwise fashion by adding other segments connected
through rotatable bonds. At each step, the dihedral of the
rotatable bond was sampled in increments of 10° and the
lowest energy conformation was selected. During primary
docking, each rotatable bond was minimized as it was created
without reminimizing the other bonds. Pruning of the confor-
mational orientations ensured conformational diversity and
more favorable energies.37,38 Energy scoring was performed
with a distant-dependent dielectric, with a dielectric constant
of 4, and using an all atom model. Once the whole molecule
was built, then it was minimized. The conformation of each
molecule with the most favorable interaction energy was
selected and saved.

After the primary docking, compounds were chosen for the
secondary screening based on their normalized vdW attractive
interaction energy scores (see Results and Discussion). Com-
pound selection based on the DOCK energy score favors
compounds with higher molecular weight (MW) since their size
contributes to the energy score. To minimize this size bias, an

efficient procedure by which the DOCK energies are normal-
ized by the number of heavy atoms N or by a power of N was
applied.36

Normalization of the vdW attractive energies was done with
x ) 1, 0.33, 0.5, and 0.67 and the MW distributions of the top
20 000 compounds in each category were analyzed, with x ) 1
normalization used for the selection of compounds for second-
ary screening (see below).

The top 20 000 compounds obtained from the primary
database search were screened in a more rigorous and com-
putationally expensive docking procedure, referred to as
secondary database screening. The procedure described for
primary docking was followed with the additional step of
minimizing all rotatable bonds simultaneously during the
stepwise building of the molecule. The total interaction ener-
gies were then normalized via N1/3 normalization, as performed
above, and the top 500 compounds were selected and subjected
to chemical diversity analysis.

Compound Selection Based on Chemical Diversity.
Chemical similarity clustering of the top 500 compounds

Figure 2. Molecular weight distribution of top compounds. (A) Molecular weight distributions of the top 20 000 compounds
based on normalized and unnormalized vdW attractive energies obtained during primary database screening. Distribution for
the entire database is also shown. (B) Molecular weight distributions of the top 500 compounds based on normalized and
unnormalized total interaction energies obtained during secondary screening.

IEnorm,vdW ) IEvdW/Nx
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identified during secondary docking was performed to maxi-
mize the chemical diversity of the final compounds selected
for biological assay. Clustering calculations were performed
using the program MOE (Chemical Computing Group, Inc.).
The Jarvis-Patrick algorithm, as implemented in MOE, was
used to cluster the compounds using the MACC_BITS finger-
printing scheme and Tanimoto coefficient (TC). It first calcu-
lates the MACC_BITS fingerprints which encode the 2D
structural features for each compound into linear bit strings
of data. The pairwise similarity matrix between each com-
pound was calculated based on the TC values.39 TC is one of

the metrics available that provides a similarity score by
dividing the fraction of features common to both molecules by
the total number of features. The similarity matrix is then
converted into a second matrix in which each TC value is
replaced by a 0 or 1 representing similarity values below and
above the threshold value (S) provided by the user, respec-
tively. The rows of the new matrix are treated as fingerprints
and the ‘TC’ value between each is calculated. Molecules with
values above the selected overlap threshold (T) are put in the
same cluster. To select clusters of reasonable sizes (i.e. 1 to
20 compounds) an iterative procedure was followed in which
the T value was gradually decreased by 10 and for each T value
three S values (T-10, T-20, T-30) were calculated. Identified
clusters of the appropriate size were removed from the list,
stored for later analysis, and the remaining compounds were
reclustered. This iterative approach produced a list in which
the initial clusters had higher similarity than the later ones,
which was taken into account in choosing the compounds for
experimental testing.

Compounds for experimental assay were chosen from the
individual clusters with emphasis on compounds with drug-
like physical characteristics as defined by Lipinski et al.40

Properties considered were the MW, number of hydrogen
donors (NHD) and acceptors (NHA) and the logP values as
calculated by MOE. However, exceptions were made when all
compounds in a cluster had one or more physical character-
istics beyond the range defined by Lipinski et al.40 Compounds
selected via CADD were purchased from ChemDiv (San Diego,
CA) or ChemBridge (San Diego, CA) and dissolved in DMSO
at a stock concentration of 25, 50, or 100 mM. The purity of
the active compounds was verified by mass spectrometry and
thin-layer chromatography using 90% chloroform and 10%
methanol as the solvent. Cells were preincubated with the
active compounds for 15-20 min prior to stimulation with EGF
or PMA.

Cells and Reagents. HeLa (human cervical carcinoma),
A549 (human lung carcinoma), HT1080 (human fibrosarcoma),
or MDA-MB-468 (breast adenocarcinoma) cell lines were
purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Manassas, VA). The estrogen receptor negative breast cancer
cells, SUM-159, were obtained from the University of Michigan
Human Breast Cancer Cell SUM-Lines. All cell lines were
cultured in a complete medium consisting of Dulbecco’s modi-

Figure 3. Effects of test compounds on Rsk-1 phosphoryla-
tion. HeLa cells were preincubated with 100 µM of test
compounds and then stimulated for 5 min with EGF (50 ng/
mL). Controls included untreated (-) and EGF-only treated
cells. (A) Cell lysates were collected, separated by SDS-PAGE,
and immunoblotted for phosphorylated Rsk-1 (pT573 RSK-1).
The expression of R-tubulin is shown to demonstrate similar
protein loading in each sample. (B) The relative amount of
Rsk-1 phosphorylation in the immunoblot quantified by den-
sitometry and normalized as a fraction of the R-tubulin levels.
The pRsk-1 to tubulin ratio for the EGF only treatment was
set at 100% and the pRsk-1 values for all other treatments
were expressed as percentage of the EGF only control.

Figure 4. Chemical structures of compounds 17, 36, 67, 76, 79, 80, and 81 that showed greater than 25% inhibition of EGF-
mediated phosphorylation of the ERK site (Thr573) on Rsk-1. Compound 68 was included as an example of a structure that did
not inhibit Rsk-1 phosphorylation.
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fied Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics (penicillin, 100 U/ml;
streptomycin, 100 µg/mL) (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). epider-
mal growth factor (EGF), and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate
(PMA) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and used
at final concentrations of 50 ng/mL and 0.1 µM, respectively.
Antibodies against phosphorylated Rsk-1 (pT573), Elk-1 (pS383),
and ERK (pT183, pY185) were purchased from Cell Signaling
Technologies (Woburn, MA), Santa Cruz Biotech. (Santa Cruz,
CA), and Sigma, respectively. The R-tubulin antibody was
purchased from Sigma.

ERK Substrate Phosphorylation and Immunoblot-
ting. Control and treated cells were washed twice with cold
phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2; Invitrogen), and
proteins were collected following cell lysis with 300 µL of cold
tissue lysis buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 137 mM NaCl, 2 mM
EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 25 mM â-glycerophos-
phate, 2 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 10% glycerol, 1 mM
sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
(PMSF), 1 mM benzamidine), allowed to incubate on ice for
about 10 min, and then centrifuged at 20 000 (X g) to clarify
the lysates of insoluble material. The lysates were then diluted
with an equal volume of 2X SDS-sample buffer and the
proteins were separated on SDS-PAGE for immunoblot
analysis. Immunoblot analysis was done as previously de-
scribed.41-43

In vitro ERK activity assays were done in a total volume of
20 µl by incubating purified active ERK2 (1 ng, New England
Biolabs; Beverly, MA) with 2 µg myelin basic protein (MBP,
Sigma) in kinase buffer (50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 10 mM MgCl2,
and 2 mM DTT) plus 10 µCi 32P ATP at 30°C for 30 min. Test
compounds were added at a final concentration of 0-150 µM.
Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and radiolabeled
phosphate incorporation into MBP was quantified by phos-
phorimaging.

Colony Formation Assay. Two methods were used to
determine cell proliferation and survival based on colony
formation. First, cells were grown to 70-80% confluence and
then treated for 16 h in the absence (DMSO only) or presence
of active compounds. The next day cells were trypsinized,
replated (1000-2000 cells per 10 cm culture dish) in regular
media, and allowed to grow for 8-14 days. Cells were then
fixed for 10 min in 4% paraformaldehyde and stained with
0.2% crystal violet (in 20% methanol) for 1-2 min. Cells were
washed several times with distilled water and colonies formed
(at least 40 cells) were counted. In the second method, growing
cells were trypsinized and replated (500-1000 cells per 35 or
60 mm well, respectively) in the presence or absence of various
concentrations of the test compounds. Following incubation for
8-14 days, cells were fixed, stained with crystal violet, and
counted as described above.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy. a. Protein Purification.
ERK2 was purified as described previously44 with some
modifications. Briefly, (His)6-tagged ERK2 was bacterially
expressed and the cells harvested in BugBuster protein
extraction reagent (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA). Clarified
lysates were loaded onto a Talon Co2+-IMAC affinity chroma-
tography resin column (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA), and
the bound protein eluted using increasing concentrations of
imidazole. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis and Coomassie blue
staining were used to identify the eluted fractions containing
the ERK2 protein. The ERK2 protein concentration was
determined using Bradford Reagent (Sigma).

b. Fluorescence Titrations. Fluorescence spectra were
recorded with a Luminescence Spectrometer LS50 (Perkin-
Elmer, Boston, MA). For all experiments, ERK2 protein was
diluted into 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. Titrations were per-
formed by increasing the test compound concentration while
maintaining the ERK2 protein concentration at 3 mM. The
excitation wavelength was 295 nm and fluorescence was
monitored from 300 to 500 nm. All reported fluorescence
intensities are relative values and are not corrected for
wavelength variations in detector response. Dissociation con-
stants, KD, were determined using reciprocal plots, 1/ν vs 1/[I],
where ν represents the percent occupied sites calculated
assuming fluorescence quenching to be directly proportion to
the percentage of occupied binding sites, [I] represents the
concentration of the inhibitor compound and the slope of the
curve equals the KD.45 For inhibitor 36, the maximal quenching
was assumed to be equivalent to that obtained with 76 and
with both 36 and 76 the data point associated with the lowest
concentration of inhibitor (0.1 µM) was excluded from the
linear regression analysis.

Results and Discussion

ERK2 Structure and Location of Substrate Dock-
ing Domains. The ERK2 structure (Figure 1A) is
bilobal in nature typical of many kinases where the
amino and carboxyl lobes are separated by a hinge
region.27 Upon phosphorylation of Thr183 and Tyr185
a conformational change brings the N-terminal lobe
containing the ATP binding site in proximity to the
C-terminal lobe to allow phosphate transfer onto sub-
strate proteins. Previous studies suggest that the sub-
strate proteins interactions with ERK2 were determined
by common docking (CD) and ED domain regions in the
C-terminus that interact with substrate binding mo-
tifs.14,34 Accordingly, we selected the CD and ED domain

Figure 5. Effects of compound 76 on Elk-1 phosphorylation.
Cells were pretreated with increasing concentrations of com-
pound 76 and then stimulated with EGF in (A) or PMA in (B)
for 5 min. The phosphorylation of Elk-1 on Ser383 (pElk-1)
was measured by immunoblotting. The expression of dually
phosphorylated ERK1/2 (ppERK1/2) and R-tubulin as a loading
control are also shown. (C) Purified active ERK2 (ppERK2)
was incubated with radiolabeled ATP and 2 µg myelin basic
protein (MBP) as a nonspecific kinase substrate in the pres-
ence or absence of the indicated concentrations of compound
76. Radiolabeled phosphate incorporation into MBP was
quantified by phosphorimager analysis and graphed as a
percentage of MBP phosphorylation in the presence of ppERK2
only.
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region for the identification of putative binding sites.
Inhibitors that bind to such sites will have the potential
for blocking ERK2-substrate protein interactions, with
the inhibition potentially being specific for certain
substrate proteins.

Using the program SPHGEN, potential binding sites
on the ERK2 protein were identified and the sites in
the region of the CD and ED domains were analyzed in
detail. This led to the identification of a putative cleft
between the CD and ED domains, which reside on the
opposite side of the activation loop (Figure 1A) and are
involved in ERK substrate interactions. The CD domain
includes Asp316 and Asp319 in the C-terminus16 and
the ED domain includes residues Thr157 and Thr158.
Figure 1B shows a space-filling model of the protein
illustrating the cleft between CD and ED. This cleft was
used as the target binding site for the CADD screening.

Primary Database Screening. Compound selection
from the primary database screen was based on the vdW
attractive energy, as previously performed.26 Use of this
term selected compounds that have favorable steric
interactions with the protein and avoids the selection
of compounds whose interaction with the protein are
dominated by one or two electrostatic interactions. Use
of the vdW attractive term for scoring does not exclude
the selection of compounds for which favorable electro-
static interactions with the protein occur as the total
energy (i.e. electrostatic and vdW terms) was used for
the actual docking process (i.e. posing). Use of the vdW
attractive energy without any normalization yielded an
average MW for the top scoring 20 000 compounds of
457 Da (Figure 2A). This means that approximately half
of those compounds were above a MW of 500 Da. As
drug-like compounds typically have MWs below 500
Da40 and lead compounds, the target of the present
study, have even lower MWs,46 compounds with lower
MWs were selected via the previously developed nor-
malization procedure.36 Using N, N2/3, N1/2, and N1/3

normalization the average MWs were 248, 317, 368, and

410 Da, respectively. Figure 2A shows how larger
powers of N shift the MW distribution of the selected
compounds toward lower MW values. To choose the
normalization procedure for compound selection it
should be noted that the MW probability distribution
of the entire database screened in the present study was
centered at 364 Da, while the average of the World
Index Database is at 359 Da.36 Thus, N normalization
was chosen since lead compounds of lower MW are
desired. The smaller MW of the lead compounds will
allow the addition of functional groups during future
lead optimization efforts.

It should be noted that significant overlap of com-
pounds occurred for the different normalization schemes.
Of the 20 000 compounds selected via N normalization,
11355 compounds were common in the N2/3set, 6540 in
the N1/2set, 3292 in the N1/3 set and 815 were in the set
of nonnormalized compounds. Thus, it may be assumed
that compounds with highly favorable interaction ori-
entations with the protein binding site were not being
excluded by the normalization procedure.

Secondary Database Screening. Secondary screen-
ing of the 20 000 compounds selected from the primary
screen involved a more exhaustive and computationally
demanding conformational search of the docked mol-
ecules. As compounds with good steric fit were selected
from the primary screen, electrostatic as well as vdW
interaction energies were used for the selection of
compounds from the secondary screen. Thus, the total
interaction energies were normalized and the MW
distributions of the top 500 compounds in each set using
different powers of N was determined (Figure 2B). For
the top 500 compounds selected via the N, N2/3, N1/2,
and N1/3 normalization, the average distributions were
210, 226, 238, and 267 Da, respectively (Figure 2B). The
average for the top 500 compounds without normalizing
the energies was 321 Da (Figure 2B). The top 500
scoring compounds in the set obtained after N1/3 nor-
malization was chosen to avoid molecules which were

Figure 6. Inhibition of cell proliferation with test compounds. HeLa, A549, or SUM-159 cells were plated at a low density in the
absence or presence of putative ERK docking domain inhibitors (50 µM) and cell colonies were analyzed after 10 days. (A) HeLa
cell colonies stained with crystal violet following incubation with DMSO (control) or the test compounds (67, 36, 68, 81, or 76).
The number of cell colonies that formed after incubation with varying concentrations of test compounds 76 (closed squares) or 81
(open squares) were graphed for (B) HeLa, (C) A549, or (D) SUM-159 cells.
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too small and lacking adequate structure diversity for
lead or drug-like candidates.

Final Compound Selection. The final list of com-
pounds to be submitted for experimental testing should
be chemically diverse to increase the probability of
identifying unique leads.26 To facilitate selection of
diverse compounds, a clustering algorithm that distrib-
utes the compounds into groups (clusters) of structurally
similar compounds with compounds across clusters
being dissimilar was applied. One or more compounds
were selected from each cluster. This selection process
was based on Lipinski’s Rule of 5; MW was less than
500 Da and the number of hydrogen bond donors, the
number of hydrogen bond acceptors and logP values
were each less than 5 although exceptions were made
for clusters that did not contain members fulfilling these
criteria. These properties increase the likelihood that
the compound will have good ADME properties accord-
ing to Lipinski’s rules.40 A total of 86 compounds were
selected from which 80 were obtained from commercial
sources and subjected to biological assays.

Compounds Effects on ERK Substrate Phospho-
rylation. All obtained compounds were subjected to
assays of ERK specific phosphorylation of Rsk-1 and
Elk-1 as examined by immunoblot analysis using phos-
phorylation specific antibodies. HeLa cells were pre-
treated with the test compounds at a concentration of
100 µM and then stimulated with EGF for 5 min to
activate the ERK pathway. Cell lysates were collected
and immunoblotted for ERK-mediated phosphorylation
of Rsk-1 on Thr573. As shown, EGF treatment alone
caused a robust increase in Thr573 phosphorylation on
Rsk-1 in the absence of test compounds (Figure 3A). A
typical immunoblot for Rsk-1 phosphorylation in the
presence of 15 test compounds is shown in Figure 3A.
The presence of test compounds had varying inhibitory
effects on ERK-mediated Rsk-1 phosphorylation (Figure
3A). In these samples, densitometry quantification of
the immunoblots showed that two compounds caused
greater than 50% inhibition of Rsk-1 phosphorylation
(Figure 3B). Four additional compounds (17, 36, 79, and
80) inhibited ERK-mediated Rsk-1 phosphorylation by
20-25% out of the 80 compounds tested (data not
shown). The structures of the active compounds are
shown in Figure 4.

The ERK-specific phosphorylation of the transcription
factor Elk-1 on Ser383 was also tested with the com-
pounds that showed the highest inhibition of Rsk-1
phosphorylation in Figure 3A (i.e. compound 76). As
shown, increasing doses of 76 inhibited ERK-mediated
Elk-1 phosphorylation in response to EGF or PMA
stimulation (Figure 5A and B). As a protein loading
control, the expression of R-tubulin was unchanged
(Figure 5A and B). Importantly, ERK1/2 phosphoryla-
tion on its activating sites was largely unaffected by the
test compound (Figure 5A and B). To further confirm
that 76 does not affect ERK catalytic activity, an in vitro
cell free kinase assay, which contained purified active
ERK2 plus the nonspecific substrate myelin basic
protein (MBP), was performed with and without various
concentrations of compound 76. As shown, concentra-
tions of 76 up to 150 µM had little effect on the ability
for ERK2 to phosphorylate MBP (Figure 5C). This
finding supports the specificity of this test compound
for inhibiting ERK phosphorylation of downstream
substrates while having little effect on ERK protein
phosphorylation by its upstream activator MEK1/2.

Effects of Active Compounds on Cell Prolifera-
tion. The effects of the active compounds on cell
proliferation and survival were tested using a colony
formation assay. A screen of five test compounds showed
that two compounds (76 and 81) completely inhibited
cell proliferation as evident by decreased number of cell
colonies (Figure 6A). Compound 36 showed subtle
inhibition of colony formation (Figure 6A), which was
confirmed in additional experiments (data not shown).
Compounds 67 and 68 had little effect on cell prolifera-
tion and were not tested further. Dose response assays
demonstrated that compounds 76 and 81 similarly
inhibited HeLa cell colony formation with an IC50 of
approximately 15-20 µM (Figure 6B). In A549 lung
carcinoma cells the IC50 for compounds 76 and 81 was
approximately 25 and 15 µM, respectively (Figure 6C).
Moreover, inhibition of cell proliferation following in-
cubation with 76 and 81 was observed in the SUM-159

Figure 7. Effect of test compounds on ERK2 fluorescence.
(A) Fluorescence titration of ERK2 was done with selected
compounds. The fluorescence (F) is plotted against the log
concentration in moles/liter (Log [M]) for each compound is
shown. Data are included for compounds 81 (open squares),
67 (closed triangles), 76 (open circles), and 36 (closed circles).
(B) Fluorescence quenching of ERK2 with higher doses of test
compound 81. (C) Fluorescence titration of ERK2 with com-
pounds 17 (closed triangles), 76 (open circles), 79 (closed
triangles), or 80 (open squares).
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estrogen-receptor negative breast cancer cell line (Fig-
ure 6D) and HT1080 fibrosarcoma cells (data not
shown). Last, 17, 79, and 80 also inhibited HeLa, A549,
HT1080, and MDA-MB-468 cell proliferation with IC50
values similar to 76 and 81 (data not shown). Thus,
several test compounds that show maximal inhibition
of ERK substrates were also effective inhibitors of
proliferation in cultured cancer cell lines.

Fluorescence Titrations. We next determined
whether the active compounds directly interact with
ERK2 using fluorescence quenching taking advantage
of the three tryptophans in the protein. Of the two
compounds shown to be the most active in all biological
assays, 76 and 81, 76 shows strong quenching of
fluorescence while quenching only occurs to a small
extent at the higher concentrations with 81 (Figure 7A
and B). Compound 36 also showed significant quenching
(Figure 7A). Interestingly, 36, which also had little effect
on ERK-mediated Rsk-1 phosphorylation (data not
shown) but caused a subtle inhibition of colony forma-
tion (Figure 6A), showed significant binding with ERK2
(Figure 7A). Thus, this compound may be useful for
future analysis of ERK function and substrate phos-
phorylation. In addition, 67 was included as a negative
control, as it showed inhibition of Rsk-1 phosphorylation
(data not shown) but had little effect on colony formation
(Figure 6A). However, this compound did not show
quenching at the concentrations tested (Figure 7A).

Based on reciprocal plots KD values of 5 and 16 µM
were calculated for 76 and 36, respectively, with y-
intercepts of 1.8 and 1.1, respectively, indicating a single
binding site on the protein. Thus, the fluorescence
quenching experiments indicate that 76 is binding
directly to ERK2, thereby leading to its biological
activity. Importantly, the KD for compound 76, as
determined from the fluorescence quenching, is similar
to the approximate IC50 determined based on colony
formation (Figure 6). Compound 17, which also inhibited
colony formation, had a similar KD as 76 (Figure 7C).
However, 79, 80, and 81, which are similarly efficacious
in the colony formation assay, bind poorly to ERK2
based on fluorescence quenching, although some binding
is indicated by the quenching occurring at higher

concentrations (Figure 7B and C). These findings sug-
gest that the effects of compounds 79, 80, and 81 on
ERK phosphorylation and cell proliferation may not be
via ERK-specific interactions.

Predicted Structures of Ligand-ERK2 Com-
plexes. As the experimental fluorescence results con-
firm that compounds 17 and 76 bind to directly ERK2,
it is of interest to understand the nature of the interac-
tions between those compounds and ERK2. A detailed
atomic picture of the predicted binding modes for these
compounds based on the Method 2 screen is presented
in Figure 8. Based on these predicted binding conforma-
tions, the compounds fit nicely into the groove that is
located between the ED and CD sites. With both
compounds, binding is predicted to occur adjacent to the
CD site which places the compounds approximately 5-7
Å away from the threonine residues of the ED site,
which forms a small protrusion on the protein surface.

The groove into which the compounds bind is polar
containing several charged amino acids that are in-
volved in multiple favorable interactions with the
compounds. ERK2 residues with atoms within 3 Å of
the compounds were Glu79, Asn80, Gln130, Arg133,
Tyr314, Gln313, and the two aspartates from the CD
site, Asp316 and Asp319. Several hydrogen bonds are
observed between the aspartates and 17 and 76 (Figure
8A and B). Arg133 is located above the aromatic rings
in 76 and 17 potentially forming a cation-π bond. Tyr314
makes a CH....O interaction through its backbone oxygen
with 76. In addition, if the protein structure was allowed
to relax around the bound compound, it is likely that
more inhibitor-ERK2 interactions would be identified.
Thus, based on the predicted binding interactions, a
number of inhibitor-protein interactions may contribute
to both the binding affinity and the selectivity for the
ERK2 protein. Additional studies beyond the scope of
the present work, including X-ray crystallography or
NMR spectroscopy, are required to verify the present
predicted binding orientations.

Conclusions
Inhibitors of ERK protein docking domains represent

a unique approach to selectively block substrate interac-

Figure 8. Predicted binding of active compounds to ERK2. The binding mode of 17 (A) or 76 (B) is shown. The ERK2 structure
is shown in gray. The space-filling model of the docked compounds is predicted to form contacts with several amino acids within
the groove between Asp316 and Asp319 of the CD domain (blue spheres) and Thr157 and Thr158 of the ED domain (green spheres).
Sulfur, oxygen, or nitrogen atoms on the active compounds are indicated as yellow, red, or blue spheres, respectively.
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tions. By targeting unique regions on ERK, we predict
that increased selectivity of these compounds will be
achieved compared to typical kinase inhibitors that act
as competitive inhibitors of ATP. The ERK proteins may
target dozens of different substrates in vivo. Selective
inhibition of substrates involved in unregulated cell
proliferation may be achieved by targeting ERK docking
domains. Thus, we propose that the CADD approach
will allow the identification of compounds that disrupt
ERK interactions with substrates involved in pathobio-
logical conditions, such as cancer cell proliferation, while
preserving ERK interactions with substrates needed for
normal metabolic processes and cell maintenance. Such
an approach of selective inhibition of ERK substrates
may also reduce toxicity to normal cells, which is
observed with many of the current chemotherapies. The
CADD described in the current studies may also be
applied to target docking domains of other MAP kinases,
such as p38, to develop novel immunosuppressant
agents.

Several of the 80 computationally selected compounds
showed some inhibitory effects on ERK induced phos-
phorylation of Rsk-1 (Figure 3). Additional biological
screening showed that five compounds (17, 76, 79, 80,
and 81) were effective inhibitors of cell proliferation in
the colony formation assay. Of these compounds, 17 and
76 were shown to directly interact with the ERK2
protein using fluorescence titrations. Thus, CADD in
combination with experimental assays can identify
compounds whose biological actions are ERK-depend-
ent. However, careful experimental analysis of the
compounds is necessary to ensure that the compounds
do indeed function via an ERK-dependent fashion. In
the case of compounds 79, 80, and 81, biological activity
was seen in the low micromolar range while fluorescence
quenching experiments indicate ERK2 binding to occur
an order of magnitude more poorly, suggesting the
possibility of an ERK-independent mechanism for these
inhibitors. Future studies will look at the mode of
activity of these compounds as well as expand the CADD
screen to identify additional molecules that will act as
lead compounds for the development of novel ERK
inhibitors that can be used for experimental and clinical
purposes.
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